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Introduction 

Who has never heard about or read Harry Potter? I think most people have 

already known about the story of Harry Potter. Despite its worldwide popularity and 

praises gained, few of people are aware of the way the author „othering‟ the other 

creatures or cultures aside from the wizards by portraying them to be more inferior to 

the wizards. In this paper, I want to analyze Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. 

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, the fourth book of the Harry Potter sequel, 

written by a female British author, Joanne Kathleen Rowling. This story tells about a 

teenage boy in the wizardry world who has special power since he was a baby; he 

survived an unforgivable curse from Lord Voldemort who tried to kill him. This 

series of books never fails to attract the reader to read them and wonder about what 

will happen next in the story. I chose the fourth book, Harry Potter and the Goblet of 

Fire, to be the subject of my analysis, because, first, it has an interesting story that 

widens our imagination about the wizarding world, such as the Quidditch World Cup 

and the other schools beside Hogwarts: Beauxbatons and Durmstrang, which are at 

the center of the story: The Triwizard Tournament. The second thing that interests me 

is that there is another issue that lies in this fourth book: the House-Elf enslavement. 

I get interested in analyzing the enslavement of the House-Elves, because no 

one in the wizarding world is depicted to be aware of this enslavement. Also, there 

was no independent House-Elves society, culture, and history presented in the book. 

Most people who like Harry Potter think that the wizards are the good guys in the 
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story, which is not all true, since behind their good image-building, they are the ones 

who keep the slavery. It is sad to think that the characters we love the most in the 

story, which we thought were good people, were actually not entirely good. They 

kept the cruel things happening to the elves. Furthermore, the elves themselves did 

not know that they were the objects of the enslavement, since they thought that being 

slaves was the only way to live and they were proud of it. They appeared to be happy 

in their enslavement and even got insulted if anyone ever mentioned they should be 

paid or have days off from work, as we can see from this following: “Winky is a 

disgraced elf, but Winky is not yet getting paid! Winky is not sunk so low as that!” 

(Rowling 1486). 

This slavery of the elves deserves our attention, because the root of slavery 

comes from colonialism (Walder 1084), meaning that the slaves are the ones who are 

colonized. It is sad to think that the effect of colonialism is still going on in this 

world, not only in the mind or culture of the colonized, but also in the colonizer‟s 

mind. For example, white culture is believed to be the standard or the role model of 

the world (Young 3). Rowling was born as white, in a country where colonialism and 

slavery was took place, England. Although she might not live in the era where slavery 

began, the idea that the whites are the standard is shown in her work. Through the 

story of Harry Potter, she represents the whites as the wizards, and the magical 

creatures and other races of wizards were merely as the subordinate cultures which 

were, beneath the status of the wizards or the whites. Though they are not directly 
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connected, but it is a proof that colonialism also affects the colonizers‟ minds to 

believe in what their elder generation believed. That is why I claim that there is no 

exact end to colonization and post-colonialism, because it is still an ongoing process, 

in which we cannot be sure where it will end. In this research, I will argue that 

enslaving House-elves in this book should be seen as the indirect representations of 

non-emancipated and disempowered cultures in the oppressive societies today. 

There are several studies discussing this topic: Lyubansky in “The Psychology 

of Harry Potter” examines the question of racial prejudice in the world of Harry 

Potter; Anatol, in “The Fallen Empire: Exploring Ethnic Otherness in the World of 

Harry Potter” examines how Rowling presenting the „East‟ in her Harry Potter 

series; and Kellner, in “J. K. Rowling‟s Ambivalence Towards Feminism: House 

Elves –Women in Disguise- in the „Harry Potter‟ Books” which examines the House-

Elves in the whole series using Feminism and Postcolonialism at the same time. But, 

there has been no study conducted in a more specific book with specific topic. 

Therefore, to be more specific than the others, this paper will investigate how the 

house-elves are portrayed as slaves in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J. K. 

Rowling; and the complex relation between Hermione, the marginalized wizard of the 

wizarding world living among marginalizer-wizards, and the House Elves, another 

marginalized society in the wizarding world, using Frantz Fanon‟s idea of 

postcolonialism and slavery: „a contested culture‟. Contested culture is the result of 

the practice of colonialism to the oppressed culture. It means that colonialism seek to 

destroy the culture of the oppressed group by making it frozen, or having no 
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development under the oppressors‟ power. This study aimed to analyze the 

enslavement of the House-Elves: how the novel portrays the elves as slaves, and how 

slavery had led them to live as a „contested culture‟; Fanon‟s idea about slavery of the 

oppressed culture in the practice of colonialism. 

Literature Review 

Post-colonialism is a branch of literary studies concerning the effect of the unjust 

European conquest upon the colonized societies. It began with the idea of 

ethnocentrism of the Western countries because the West believed themselves to be 

the best or the most „civilized‟ and the ideal or role model of the world. Said, in 

Orientalism, stated that “Orientalist analysis almost universally proceeded to confirm 

the „primitive‟, „originary‟, „exotic‟, and „mysterious‟ nature of Oriental societies” 

(qtd. in Ashcroft and Ahluwalia 53). Eastern countries are usually portrayed in very 

limiting and stereotypical ways and are frequently shown as inferior to the West. 

Therefore, Postcolonial readings attempt to "rethink, recuperate, and reconstruct 

racial, ethnic, and cultural others that have been repressed, misrepresented, omitted, 

stereotyped, and violated by the imperial West with all its institutions and strategies 

for dominating the non-Western” (Anatol 165). 

The word colonialism, according to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), 

comes from the Roman „colonia‟ which meant „farm‟ or „settlement‟. According to 

Fanon, colonialism was a denial of all culture, history and value outside the 

colonizer‟s frame (Walder 1088) or in short, “a systematic negation of the other 
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person” (Fanon 250). Young stated that post-colonialism claims the right of all 

people to the same or equal material and cultural well-being (Young 2). Because by 

colonizing others means that the rights of the colonizers is not the same with the 

oppressed ones‟, therefore post-colonial theory seeks to investigate, and develop 

propositions about the cultural and political impact of European invasion upon the 

colonized societies, and the nature of those societies‟ responses (Ashcroft and 

Ahluwalia 15). By call it „post‟-colonial, does not mean that colonialism does not 

exist any longer. The „post‟ refers to „after colonialism began‟ rather than „after 

colonialism ended‟, because the struggles and the impact of colonialism for both the 

imperial and dominated societies continue into the present (Ashcroft and Ahluwalia 

15). 

1) Imperialism and Civilization 

The idea of colonialism cannot be separated from imperialism and 

civilization, because they are interconnected each other. The word imperialism 

derives from the Latin imperium, which has several meanings including power, 

authority, command, dominion, realm, and empire (Habib 737). To enlarge the power 

of authority (imperialism), the West has the idea of colonialism, in other words, the 

term colonialism was born because of the existence of imperialism. The colonizers 

used their power to enlarge their authority by colonizing the people of the countries 

they were passing by. Habib stated that, 
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“Though imperialism is usually understood as a strategy whereby a 

state aims to extend its control forcibly beyond its own borders over 

other states and peoples, it should be remembered that such control is 

usually not just military but economic and cultural. A ruling state will 

often impose not only its own terms of trade, but also its own 

political ideals, its own cultural values, and often its own language, 

upon a subject state” (Habib 737). 

Because of the existence of imperialism, the West thought that they have the rights to 

colonize, or „civilize‟ the Eastern (the subordinate) countries or cultures. Civilization 

is not only directed to governmental rules, but also in cultures, arts, languages, and 

etc. as Young said, “white culture was regarded (and remains) the basis for ideas of 

legitimate government, law, economics, science, language, music, art, literature –in a 

word, civilization” (Young 3). 

2) Racism 

The idea of slavery, colonialization, and civilization cannot be separated from 

the idea of racism because racial differences contribute in shaping the colonizers‟ 

minds to decide which one is better from the other, and which one deserves to be 

colonized. Bulhan, stated that, the ideas or actions of a person, the goals or practices 

of an institution, the symbols, myths or structure of a society are racist, if: 

a) Imaginary or real differences of race are accentuated; 

b) Those differences are assumed absolute and considered in terms of 

superior and inferior; and 

c) These are used to justify inequity, exclusion, or domination (Bulhan 

13). 
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Racial differences, then, believed to determine someone‟s position in a society, which 

may lead to the practice of slavery. 

3) History of Slavery 

 Slavery is an ancient tradition of mistreating people which has been applied 

for centuries. According to Walder, the history of slavery began as the beneficial 

prospect of providing the Spanish and Portuguese colonies with African labour to 

replace the decreasing Amerindian supply which led Sir John Hawkins to transport 

the first „cargo‟ of five hundred slaves from West Africa to the New World in 1562 

(Walder 1084). This was the big step to begin the humanity disaster which still 

happens today. Those slaves were traded and served as a commodity or property of 

others.  

The connection of slavery and civilization is that behind the abolition of 

slavery lay the growing European conviction that there ought to be some goal beyond 

penetration and greed in their overseas expansion: „civilizing mission‟ (Walder 1084). 

In other words, slavery is a way to colonize or „civilize‟ others. Because slavery has 

been applied for so many years, there might be only a few of people who concern 

about or put their interest in fighting for the rights of the slaves. Ennals argued that 

finding anyone today who will give arguments in favour of the slave trade or slavery 

is hard, because such arguments would not be seen as “politically correct” (Ennals 

136). 
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4) A Contested Culture 

Contested means challenged. To be a contested culture, means that a culture is 

challenged by force or domination of the other culture. In the practice of colonialism, 

the culture that is being contested is the oppressed ones‟ by the oppressors‟ culture 

domination. The oppressors will force the oppressed ones to follow their culture, and 

the oppressed ones will adopt it whether they want it or not. The danger of 

colonialization to the oppressed culture is that the oppressed ones will lose their 

identity and culture sooner or later, as Fanon argues, 

“a culture under colonial domination is a „contested culture‟ whose 

destruction is systematically sought. The native culture freezes into a 

defensive posture: there are no new developments or initiatives, only a 

rigid adherence to „a hard core of culture‟, which is identified with 

resistance to the colonial oppressor” (qtd. in Habib 743). 

The oppressors aim to destroy the oppressed ones‟ culture by making it frozen as the 

first step. To make the oppressed one‟s culture frozen, the oppressor made limitation 

so that the oppressed ones would not go beyond certain limit, and stay in their place, 

silent. 

- Limitation 

Fanon believes that the first thing which the natives or the oppressed ones 

learn is to stay in their place, and not to go beyond certain limits (Fanon 50). 

Limitation here is something that is created by the oppressors to the oppressed ones to 

obey. It could be rules, norms, or other things which usually are used to benefit the 

oppressors‟ side only, with punishments to follow those who disobey. Also, this 
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limitation is created to keep the oppressed group stay beneath them, and to remind 

them that the oppressors are the one who have control over them. Once the oppressed 

ones go beyond certain limits, it means that they are ready to take the risk which 

follow: punishment. 

- Violence and Fears 

In the practice of slavery, violence is often used to punish and to keep the 

oppressed ones silent. Violence will create fear in the oppressed ones‟ souls, so that 

they would obey what the oppressors ask them to and stay in their place. Bulhan 

stated that the oppressors dehumanize others for privilege and power, while the 

oppressed give up their humanity and freedom out of fear to confront institutionalized 

violence and internalized prohibitions (Bulhan 11). Unfortunately, violence is not 

only used to keep the oppressed ones under control, it is also used to force them to 

give up their culture and brainwash them to live the „new‟ identity the oppressors 

wish. 

One thing that keeps the violence happen is because those slaves lack of 

control over their own lives and work, and have no right to participate in decision 

making. They are dehumanized, at one extreme of a complex continuum of working 

relationships (Ennals 206). Moreover, the oppressed suffer several forms of death and 

that submission to oppression for fear of physical death is tragically self-defeating, 

thereby ensuring, among other things, higher rates of physical, psychological, and 

social death (Bulhan 12). With violence as the punishment, it makes the oppressed 
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ones cannot resist their culture, and eventually, drown in the new culture and live in a 

new identity. 

- New Identity 

As the result of forced new culture, the colonized will live in a culture which 

is strange for them, and find themselves defamiliarized. Fanon argued that “violence 

in the colonies does not only have for its aim the keeping of these enslaved at arm‟s 

length; it sees to dehumanize them. Everything will be done to wipe out their 

traditions, to substitute our language for theirs and to destroy their culture without 

giving them ours” (Fanon 15). Not only that violence will keep the oppressed ones 

silent, but it is also used to force the oppressed ones to give up their culture and 

traditions. The colonized culture, surely had tradition and identity which were the 

heritage from their ancestors. By being colonized, the oppressed ones are giving up 

their culture and tradition, and trying to adapt with the „new‟ culture given by the 

oppressors. Sooner or later, the oppressed ones and their next generations will forget 

what their culture and identity really is, and only lives in the „new‟ culture which is 

given by the oppressors. Unlike their true identity where they know who they are and 

they are free to do what they want to, this new identity is used to describe and 

position them within society and they are not free to do what they want to do any 

longer. Therefore, because lack of historical information in the new identity they are 

adapting, the next generation of the oppressed ones will have weak sense of knowing 

who they really are: as slaves, that means they do not know that they originally are 

free creatures. 
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- The Frozen Culture 

Various actions will be done by the oppressors to destroy or to keep the 

oppressed ones‟ culture and identity frozen. Being frozen means that their culture or 

identity will not have any development or improvements in any way possible. One of 

them is giving the oppressed ones no education so that they will remain inferior. The 

oppressors will substitute their language for the oppressed ones‟ (Fanon 15). Their 

inability to use the language of the oppressors will show that they are beneath the 

oppressors‟ status in society. Thiong‟O, argued that language has a dual character, 

which are as a means of communication and also a carrier of culture (Thiong‟O 

1132). This also means that the language substitution is used by the oppressors to 

destroy the oppressed ones‟ culture, so that the oppressed ones will not have a sense 

of identity. After the destruction of their culture, they, slaves, will live merely as the 

subject to the authority of their masters, and would often be tortured or abused. They 

will be dehumanized and treated as an instrument (Ennals 40). The reason why both 

slaves and the owners are silent about the enslavement is because the masters of the 

slaves want to keep the social standing, and for the slaves themselves, they are too 

afraid to speak up, as it is stated: 

“with slavery, the knowledge and skill of the individual slave is 

discounted, as it is assumed that he will remain inferior, with no route 

to equality or parity of esteem. The myth of inferiority had to be 

maintained in order to justify this block on otherwise normal patterns 

of human resource development. Individual slave owners knew that the 

assumption was false, but kept their silence for reasons of self interest. 

They often had slave mistresses and children. They were denying their 
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own personal responsibility for the sake of social standing” (Ennals 

123). 

That way, the practice of slavery is hard to stop. 

 

Summary of the book 

 The rise of Voldemort (the Dark wizard) was marked by the conjuring of the 

Dark Mark in the sky by one of the Death Eaters (Voldemort‟s supporters), when the 

Quidditch World Cup was being held. The ministry, scared of the possibility of what 

might happen, tried to investigate who was the one who conjured that mark, as they 

know that the suspect would go to trial and be brought to Azkaban (the jail for 

wizards). 

 Mr. Crouch, one of the most important people in the Ministry of Magic, found 

that his house elf, Winky, was the one that held the wand which was used to conjure 

that mark. Though the rule of the wizarding world said that no elf that could possess 

or even use the wand, Mr. Crouch still thought that she was the one who did it. 

Ashamed of his elf, he then harshly fired her in front of a lot of people. 

 Coming back to school, Harry and his friends were surprised by the 

announcement that the Triwizard Tournament would be held in their school and that 

Hogwarts had invited other schools, Beauxbatons and Durmstrang, to take part in the 

tournament. Harry, unexpectedly, was chosen as the representative of Hogwarts in 

this dangerous tournament, which unfortunately brought him to his lifelong enemy, 

Voldemort. After transforming into human form, Voldemort had a big live-or-die 
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battle with Harry. Fortunately, Harry managed to escape and return to Hogwarts to 

announce that Voldemort had risen again. 

Research Specification of the Story 

 Regardless of the big frame of the story that put Harry Potter and Lord 

Voldemort as the center of attention, in her fourth year, Hermione directed her 

interest on something else: the House-Elves enslavement. It had been disturbing her 

since The Quidditch World Cup she attended with Harry and the Weasleys during the 

summer. Witnessing Winky fought her own fear of heights for the sake of obeying 

his master‟s order (to save a seat on the top of the stadium, whereas he did not even 

come) and unfortunately, being the victim of the false accusation of conjuring the 

Dark Mark, Hermione felt the urge to form an organization which defended and stood 

for the House-elves‟ rights: SPEW (Society for the Promotion of Elfish Welfare). 

After that incident, she promoted the rights of the house elves to her classmates in 

Hogwarts and the villagers of Hogsmeade. But, her struggle could not maintain their 

interest since the people in the wizarding world believed that the house elves were 

meant to be slaves, because they were naturally suited to it. It was too early to say 

that her struggle ended in vain, but until the end of the story, there was no clear 

ending for her struggle because the fight for the rights of the elves has not ended yet. 

Discussion 

As Fanon claims that colonialism was “a denial of all culture, history and 

value outside the colonizer‟s frame” (qtd. in Walder 1088) or in short, “a systematic 
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negation of the other person” (Fanon 250), by colonizing a group of society, the 

House Elves, it means that they denied the House Elves, their culture, their history 

and freedom, and wrote them down into their own history. In Rowling‟s Harry Potter 

and the Goblet of Fire, there was no clear origin of the House Elves, since they were 

discussed using the colonizers‟, or the wizards‟, point of view. The wizards denied 

the culture and independence of the House-Elves by saying nothing about the history 

of the House-Elves and keeping them silent. 

The imperialists, or the colonizers then, will control the oppressed group 

economically and culturally, meaning that they will get involved in the oppressed 

group‟s political ideas, cultural values, and also language (Habib 737). That effect is 

what I see in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire: the wizards controlled the house 

elves economically as well as culturally, since they had no culture, but lived in a 

culture created by the wizards, and were economically weakened by having no salary. 

The thing that makes me assume that the wizards are the ones who brought up that 

no-payment idea is the quote which states that "most wizards doesn't want a house-elf 

who wants paying, miss. 'That's not the point of a house-elf,' they says” (Rowling 

1485). To the House-Elves themselves, having salaries will be considered as an insult 

because they think that being slaves is their one and only identity. We can see how 

the House-Elves reacted toward having wages from the conversation below: 

"Paying?" said Harry blankly. "Well - why shouldn't he be paid?" 
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Winky looked quite horrified at the idea and closed her fingers 

slightly so that her face was half-hidden again. 

"House-elves is not paid, sir!" she said in a muffled squeak. (Rowling 

1206). 

The House-Elves‟ reaction towards that idea shows the damage colonialism does, 

because colonialism makes the colonized believe in what the colonizers told them to 

believe. It makes the colonized unaware of their own identity (what they really are 

and what their values are), and they believe that their identity is where their 

colonizer‟s had told them and shaped them. 

The oppressed culture lack of the necessary historical information to enable 

them to take pride in their past, and this, has weakened their sense of identity (Ennals 

39). Because lacking of historical information, the colonized lived in a culture which 

the colonizers had created for them, and they belong to the history written by the 

colonizers, and have no history of their own. What they did know is that they only 

lived to serve the wizard and believed that what they did was not something worth 

paid getting. "Don't you go upsetting them and telling them they've got to take clothes 

and salaries! You'll put them off their cooking!" (Rowling 1474). This quote of the 

book is proof of what happened to the House-Elves enslavement: the brainwashing of 

the House-Elves as the effect of the colonialization: the birth of a new identity. New 

identity here means that they were transformed from free creature to the oppressed 

creature: slaves. The idea that they were born to be the wizards‟ slaves had been 
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planted to their mind as an act to brainwash the House-Elves so that they did not 

know that they were nobody‟s property. 

Post-colonialism began with the idea of ethnocentrism of the Western 

countries because the West believed themselves to be the best or the most „civilized‟ 

and the ideal or role model of the world. That is what makes them think that the East 

is less powerful and deserves to be colonized. Since the West has the idea of 

eurocentricism, they are known to think about the East in a stereotyping and unjust 

way; as Said claims that Eastern countries are frequently shown as inferior to the 

West by revealing them to be the „primitive‟, „originary‟, „exotic‟, and „mysterious‟” 

(qtd. in Ashcroft and Ahluwalia 53). I will assume here that the House-Elves are the 

East, since the portrayal of House-Elves in this story suited what Said has said. To the 

wizards, the House-Elves were mystical, because no one knew where they came 

from, or who had brought them, and somehow they have magic power they seemed to 

try to hide and only use in a dangerous situation. They are irrational, traditional or 

primitive, because they believed in something irrational: they worked hard, but 

wanted no payment. Also, proof that they were irrational is that they loved to punish 

themselves whenever they did something the wizards did not like. Obviously this idea 

had been planted in their minds by the wizards who thought that they were useless 

weak creatures and deserved no payment but punishment, because they were born just 

to be their slaves. It is supported in the book, saying that "most wizards doesn't want 

a house-elf who wants paying, miss. 'That's not the point of a House-Elf,' they says, 
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and they slammed the door in Dobby's face!" (Rowling 1485). The wizards somehow 

were feeling more powerful than the House-Elves by saying that they did not want to 

pay a House-Elf. The wizards thought that they were the center of the universe, and 

the best creatures of all, and the elves were just weak creatures that had to obey them. 

It is proved by the following quote: “"I have no use for a house-elf who disobeys me," 

he (Mr. Crouch) said coldly, looking over at Hermione. "I have no use for a servant 

who forgets what is due to her master, and to her master's reputation"” (Rowling 

1246). 

The idea that the West is the best creature of all is the key reason why the 

West, or in this case, the wizard, thinks that they have the right to colonize, or as they 

called it, to „civilize‟ the Eastern (the subordinate) countries or cultures. Civilization 

is an important point here, since slavery, including enslavement of the House Elves, 

was considered as „civilization‟: the way the West, or the powerful one, marginalized 

others by forcing the oppressed ones to their way of living, but as their slaves. The 

marginalized group who lived as slaves here is the House-Elves since they were the 

ones forced to perform menial tasks and to acknowledge their inferiority (Ennals 42). 

The wizards made the House-Elves their slaves with an excuse of civilizing them 

because, that way, they could easily control them. Sadly, that civilization drove the 

subordinate cultures to have misfortune. Like the House-Elves, as the objects of 

civilization, they were transformed from free creatures to enslaved and weakened 

poor creatures by the power holders, the wizards. 
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Racism 

Although Ennals believed that slavery was not necessarily connected with racial 

differences (Ennals 46), the idea of slavery, colonialization, and civilization cannot be 

separated from the idea of racism because racial differences contribute in shaping the 

colonizers‟ minds to decide which one is better from the other, and which one 

deserves to be colonized: therefore this may lead to slavery. Racism in the Harry 

Potter and the Goblet of Fire was shown by the portrayal of the House-Elves which 

was described by the wizards as inferior to the wizards, or had lower status than the 

wizards. 

When people hear the word „elf‟ often they think of a beautiful creature 

shining with charisma and powerful, or a magical flying creature, but never as 

something ugly and weak. Surprisingly, against the common understanding, Rowling 

defamiliarized the word „elf‟ by portraying the elves as something people never 

imagined: small, weak, and ugly creatures. 

“Unlike the elves of Tolkien's Lord of the Rings, masterful beings of 

great beauty, warlike and poetic at the same time, Rowling's house 

elves are small in stature and purposefully described so as to appear 

amusing and harmless. These elves are enslaved for life, and unless 

they are set free, their descendants will carry on their tasks and their 

enslavement” (Kellner 2). 

It is surprising how the House-Elves are portrayed in the book: pitiful looking, bat-like 

ears, awkward big round eyes, filthy rough clothes, high-pitched voices, and 
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uneducated, unconfident and somehow with weird behaviors: always doing anything 

they are commanded. The portrayals of the House-Elves could be seen through this 

quote, from Harry‟s perspective: 

“When Dobby had worked for the Malfoys, he had always worn the 

same filthy old pillowcase. Now, however, he was wearing the 

strangest assortment of garments Harry had ever seen; he had done an 

even worse job of dressing himself than the wizards at the World Cup. 

He was wearing a tea cozy for a hat, on which he had pinned a number 

of bright badges; a tie patterned with horseshoes over a bare chest, a 

pair of what looked like children's soccer shorts, and odd socks. One 

of these, Harry saw, was the black one Harry had removed from his 

own foot and tricked Mr. Malfoy into giving Dobby, thereby setting 

Dobby free. The other was covered in pink and orange stripes.” 

(Rowling 1482). 

 

By that portrayal of how they dressed themselves, we know how weird and unstylish 

they were in the eyes of “normal” people, the wizards, or in this case, Harry Potter. 

The House-Elves‟ portrayal through Harry‟ perspective somehow indicates that Harry 

thought that his style, or the wizards‟ style of dressing, was better than what the 

House-Elves wore. Harry, through that quote, had clearly thought that the House-

Elves‟ appearance was strange: “he was wearing the strangest assortment of garments 

Harry had ever seen” (Rowling 1482). „Strange‟ is a word indicates something bad or 

negative which shows an act of othering or marginalizing others. We could say that 

their portrayal is racist, because the imaginary and real differences of race are shown, 
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and was considered in terms of superior and inferior, to justify inequity, exclusion, 

and domination” (Bulhan 13). 

In the story of Harry Potter, we could see how the portrayal of the House-

Elves are different from the wizards, and also how the wizards see the House-Elves as 

someone weird or unusual, and maybe even insane because they liked to hurt 

themselves. The portrayal of the House-Elves in the story was racist, because both the 

imaginary and real differences of race were accentuated, and these were used to 

justify inequity, exclusion, and domination, to show which one the inferior and the 

superior was. 

 Racism is used in the story to show class or culture differentiation: that the 

House-Elves were neither on the same class nor culture with the wizards. It is used 

purposefully as the status symbol to show that the wizards were different from the 

House-Elves. The portrayal of the House-Elves symbolizes the weakness of the 

House-Elves as the oppressed class, and how they do not know their own value, since 

they do not pay much attention to their appearance. The House-Elves had no apparent 

culture of their own and existed only to serve, while their usefulness made them 

status symbols for the families they were attached, as the second-class citizens in the 

wizarding world” (Kellner 2). The House-Elves were only concerned with their 

“duty” to serve their masters. They wore filthy clothes and were bound by magic to 

serve wizard families for their entire lives, unless they were set free (even being set 

free is the worst thing that they could imagine happening), or died. To serve here 
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means not only obeying every order by their masters (no matter how dangerous or 

how meaningless it was), but also keeping the family‟s secrets and brutally and 

irrationally punishing themselves when they found themselves disobeying or 

speaking ill of their masters. What is worse than living that kind of life? Could it be 

worse? Yes, it could. The House-Elves thought that, although they had no wages, the 

worst thing which could happen to them was to be fired. We see how they were so 

afraid of being fired, from the following: 

"Winky has behaved tonight in a manner I would not have believed 

possible," he said slowly. "I told her to remain in the tent. I told her to 

stay there while I went to sort out the trouble. And I find that she 

disobeyed me. This means clothes." 

"No!" shrieked Winky, prostrating herself at Mr. Crouch's feet. "No, 

master! Not clothes, not clothes!" (Rowling 1245) 

 

They were so afraid of being fired by their masters, and thought that that was so 

shameful and it made them lose their pride. House elves were not allowed to wear 

clothes and instead wore items like pillowcases and tea cozies. If their owner gave 

them an article of clothing, it would break the "enslavement" and the house elf would 

be freed. But, being freed was not something they would be happy about; they even 

sounded so miserable if they happened to be freed. 

"Winky is a disgraced elf, but Winky is not yet getting paid!" she squeaked. 

"Winky is not sunk so low as that! Winky is properly ashamed of being freed!" 

(Rowling, p. 1486) 
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The effect of colonialism shaped the House-Elves‟ identity to a form that only gave 

benefit to the colonizers, or how the colonizers appeared to be the good or innocent 

people in the enslavement, while they were originally the bad guys, because not only 

did they keep the enslavement happening, but also they ignored the identity and 

culture of the House-Elves and let it die. The House-Elves‟ identity had been shaped 

in such a way so that they could not see how the wizards took advantage of them. 

 

A Contested Culture 

The danger of colonialization to the oppressed culture is that the oppressed 

culture will lose their identity and culture sooner or later. The House-Elves‟ culture or 

identity was being contested by the wizards, as the wizards built limitation for the 

House-Elves, to separate their class from the wizards‟. The limitation for the House-

Elves formed in a rule stated that House-Elves existed only to be silent and obey the 

wizards and the wizards‟ families. Those limitations were the wizards‟ idea to keep 

the oppressed ones‟ culture and identity frozen and have no initiatives (Habib 743). 

The house elves here do not have initiatives to be free since the „upper class‟ 

culture has taught them nothing about their rights to be free. In the book, it is written 

that the House-Elves enslavement has been there since many years ago as Hermione 

explained, "I've been researching it thoroughly in the library. Elf enslavement goes 

back centuries. I can't believe no one's done anything about it before now." (Rowling 

1330). By this statement readers can see that the House-Elves‟ enslavement had been 
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something common so the next generation of wizards would think that there is 

nothing wrong with it, that it was the norm. 

 Now, the question is what happened to the culture of the oppressed ones 

during the colonialization (enslavement)? What happened to the House-Elves‟ culture 

in the story? I will analyze their culture using Fanon‟s idea „contested culture‟, which 

believes that the oppressed ones‟ culture will freeze and have no development (qtd. in 

Habib 743). The limitation of the House-Elves suits what Fanon have said that the 

first thing the natives learn was to stay in their place, and not to go beyond certain 

limits” (Fanon 50).  In this story, House-Elves have so many limitations to express 

themselves, or even to prove their existence. They were afraid to go beyond a certain 

limit, and they would punish themselves if they did. Dobby, for example, “every time 

he had tried to do something the Malfoys wouldn't like, the house-elf had been forced 

to start beating himself up” (Rowling 1231). 

Those limitations are created by the belief that the House-Elves‟ duty is only 

to serve their masters, without speaking their minds; they never went anywhere nor 

did anything without their master‟s permission. They only lived to serve and to be 

silent, as represented by this quote: 

"Can't house-elves speak their minds about their masters, then?" 

Harry asked. "Oh no, sir, no," said Dobby, looking suddenly serious. 

"'Tis part of the houseelf's enslavement, sir. We keeps their secrets 

and our silence, sir. We upholds the family's honor, and we never 

speaks ill of them” (Rowling 1487).  
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Through that quote, we know how bound they were to their masters. It seems like 

they were tied by invisible chains which were created by their masters. This invisible 

chain had shaped their new identity: that they were the property of their masters.  But, 

rather than finding the identity by themselves, this identity is forced to be kept in their 

mind by the wizards. The wizards were the ones who made the House-Elves 

acknowledge their new identity. They brainwashed them so that the House-Elves 

would believe everything that was implanted in their mind to believe. The wizards 

took advantages of the uneducated House-Elves to make them their colonies, to create 

a “new world” for the House-Elves to live in. So that however miserable their life 

was, the House-Elves would think that that was the best thing in their lives. The 

following is proof that the House-Elves thought that their life was perfect, from 

George‟s point of view, and Hermione‟s argument that that was because they were 

brainwashed by the wizards: “We've met them, and they're happy. They think they've 

got the best job in the world -" said George. "That's because they're uneducated and 

brainwashed!” Hermione began hotly” (Rowling 1345). So, the House-Elves‟ joyful 

appearance was the product of new identity that had been implanted in their mind by 

the wizards. 

Furthermore, they were dehumanized and objectified by the wizards. It is 

proven in the story where, at the Quidditch World Cup, Winky, a female House-Elf, 

was forced to save a seat at the top of the stadium for her master, Mr. Crouch. It 

would not be a problem if she was okay with that, but, it matters, since Winky was 
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afraid of heights. She was forced to face her own phobia for the sake of obeying her 

master‟s order. To see how the House-Elves were so obedient and would not do 

anything without their masters‟ order (even though a specific thing may endanger 

them) could be seen from this conversation: 

"What's up with her?" said Ron, looking curiously after Winky. "Why 

can't she run properly?" 

"Bet she didn't ask permission to hide," said Harry. He was thinking of 

Dobby: Every time he had tried to do something the Malfoys wouldn't 

like, the house-elf had been forced to start beating himself up. 

"You know, house-elves get a very raw deal!" said Hermione 

indignantly. "It's slavery, that's what it is! That Mr. Crouch made her 

go up to the top of the stadium, and she was terrified, and he's got her 

bewitched so she can't even run when they start trampling tents! Why 

doesn't anyone do something about it?" (Rowling 1231). 

This conversation between the Golden Trio (Harry, Hermione, and Ron) represents 

how bad the condition of the House-Elves, in general, was. They were under pressure. 

They could not do anything that their master did not ask them to, and that kind of 

limitation is against human rights. It represents how the wizards dehumanize the 

House-Elves. From that quote, we can see that there are two examples of how the 

wizards mistreat the elves. 

First, as mentioned in the quote, Winky was forced to go up to the top of the 

stadium while she was afraid of heights, and when there was chaos she was 

bewitched (chances are by their unconscious mind) so that she could not run, because 
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by running, it means disobeying their master order. She was bewitched by her 

unconsciousness because since the House-Elves enslavement had been going on for 

centuries, the idea of they cannot do anything without their master‟s order had been 

planted in their mind since then. The “chain” or limitation that the House-Elves could 

not do anything without their masters order, even if they really wanted to do it, is 

proved in the story by Winky‟s voice saying that "Winky is wishing she is back in 

master's tent, Harry Potter, but Winky does what she is told. Winky is a good house-

elf" (Rowling 1206). The longer the enslavement, the more permanent that idea is 

imprinted in their mind, and they could not do anything about it. 

Second, we have Dobby, a free elf who used to serve the Malfoys. He had 

been forced to beat himself whenever he did something the Malfoys did not like. 

Both examples prove how the conditions of the elves are under the control of the 

wizards. The House-Elves‟ limitation (which is created by the wizards) is proof that 

the wizards tried to disempower the House-Elves. The wizards did not want them to 

develop their own culture, as free creatures; they did not want them to speak their 

minds, so that they could be free; they did not want them to use magic (yes, the 

House-Elves had magic power), because the wizards were afraid that the Elves‟ 

power (if it was being freed) would defeat them and they would all be on the same 

status in the wizarding world. This matters because if they happened to be of the 

same status, the wizards would lose their power over the House-Elves and they could 

not take advantage of them any longer. To stop their fear from happening, they tried 
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to keep the oppressed ones under their control by those limitations, as Rowling stated 

in the book that “no nonhuman creature is permitted to carry or use a wand" (Rowling 

1239). 

The most effective way to keep the oppressed culture frozen is by fear. If the 

colonizers bring fear into the colonized‟s lives, they would able to use their power 

over them. The tool that the colonizers used to bring fear is through violence and 

threats towards the oppressed culture. Because the wizards were more powerful than 

the House-Elves, with violence, they could easily control the House-Elves and force 

them to do what they wanted in silence. The House-Elves‟ human rights and freedom 

was taken away by the wizards through violence actions. They dehumanized the 

House-Elves for privilege and power, so that others would see them as powerful, 

because they had control over their slaves. The House-Elves gave up their freedom 

and human rights out of fear, because they were less powerful than the wizards 

(Bulhan 11). The use of violence in oppressing other people was effective because it 

would make them fear the oppressors and eventually obey them. 

Unfortunately, the effect of violence in the House-Elves‟ enslavement was 

worse than only to keep the slaves under their control. It was used to force them to 

give up their culture and brainwash them to live the „new‟ identity the oppressors 

wish. Violence is used to destroy the culture and identity of the House-Elves and 

substitute their language with the oppressors‟ (Fanon 15). It is an action chosen by 

the wizards to keep the House-elves under control. It was also used to dehumanize 
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them and destroy their traditions. Proof that the wizards dehumanized the House-

Elves can be seen from Hermione‟s point of view of how bad Winky was treated by 

her master: 

"The way they were treating her!" said Hermione furiously. "Mr. 

Diggory, calling her 'elf' all the time. . . and Mr. Crouch! He knows she 

didn't do it and he's still going to sack her! He didn't care how 

frightened she'd been, or how upset she was - it was like she wasn't 

even human!" (Rowling 1247). 

The quote above shows how the wizards dehumanized the elves. The wizard did not 

care about the elf‟s feelings, and opinion. The wizard did not see the elf as a human, 

rather as property which he could treat anyway she/he liked. It is sad to think of 

someone as the property of others. As a human being, a free soul, we have the rights 

to own ourselves, to choose what we want to do and what we do not want to do, and 

to decide what is good for us. In other words, we have options. But, if someone 

happened to be the property of others, this person would not have any option: to own 

themselves, to do what they want to do, to decide what is good for them. Life is 

limited for them. 

The House-Elves in the story were seen as the private property of the wizards: 

Mr. Diggory and Mr. Crouch thought that their elves were their own property, rather 

than ones who deserved to be treated like human beings. The condition of the House-

Elves was portrayed as isolated, an outsider, without a supporting family. They were 

the subject to the authority of their masters, and would often be tortured or abused. 
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They were dehumanized and treated as an instrument (Ennals 40). The wizards 

treated their elves as if the Elves did not have feelings and rights to be happy, or at 

least, to be comfortable with themselves. This kind of treatment by their masters had 

been going on for centuries so that the House-Elves would believe that they were “not 

supposed to have fun. That‟s what they like, being bossed around" (Rowling 1232). 

In the wizards‟ point of view, by bossing them around, they had made them happy. 

To the House-Elves, being bossed around was the only thing that they could enjoy. 

Being bossed around was something they could be happy about: that is why they 

seemed happy in their enslavement. The idea that „they were not supposed to have 

fun and were being bossed around instead‟ has shaped the House-Elves‟ 

understanding of „enjoyment‟. The House-Elves were happy with their condition of 

enslavement, although most people in the world did not think that slavery was 

something enjoyable. 

The House-Elves, moreover, were happy by the violence done by their 

masters, such as Winky: she thought that Mr. Crouch had full rights to mistreat her 

like we can see through the quote “Mr. Crouch is right to sack bad Winky!” (Rowling 

1487). The House-Elves thought themselves as the property of their masters by 

saying that they deserved to be dehumanized, just as Winky thought that there was 

nothing wrong with Mr. Crouch dehumanizing her by sacking her. That was because 

their master successfully planted the idea of House-Elves as the wizards‟ property in 

their mind. Slaves were lack of control over themselves. They could not stand for 

themselves because they did not participate in the decision making of the working 
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relationship (Ennals 206). The House-Elves had done nothing to fight for their own 

rights: they only followed the wizards‟decision. 

Another thing that contributed to making the House-Elves‟ culture as a 

contested culture was using violence. Not only could the wizards dehumanize them 

directly, but they could also punish or violate their elves even if they (the wizards) 

were not around. By creating an idea in the House-Elves‟ mind that whenever they 

found themselves disobeying or speaking ill of their masters, they deserved to be 

punished, even by their own hand. “The House-Elves do not require the physical 

presence of their masters in order to inflict serious wounds upon themselves. Instead, 

they have been so completely subjugated as to automatically dispense punishment to 

themselves when needed” (Green). In the story, when the trio were talking about 

Winky, Harry was reminded of Dobby, the Malfoys‟ house elf: “he was thinking of 

Dobby: Every time he had tried to do something the Malfoys wouldn't like, the 

house-elf had been forced to start beating himself up” (Rowling 1231). Dobby‟s 

reaction proves that the enslavement of the House-Elves had created a belief in the 

oppressed ones, whether they liked it or not; with their consciousness or 

unconsciousness, they would spontaneously punish themselves whenever they did 

something wrong. 

This self-punishing or self-defeating was beyond imagination, because no one 

in this world loved to be hurt, moreover by their own hand. By punishing themselves, 

it proves that the wizards not only had control over them physically but also 

psychologically: they colonized them and crushed their identity. Related to the self-
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defeat or self-punishing by the oppressed ones, Bulhan argued that the  oppressed  

suffered  various forms of death and  that submission to oppression for fear  of 

physical death  was tragically  self-defeating  by this means  ensuring,  among  other  

things, higher rates of physical,  psychological,  and social  death (Bulhan 12). We 

can see how the enslavement violated them, not just their physical, culture or identity, 

but also by killing them psychologically. 

The enslavement of the House-Elves had made them live as a contested 

culture, meaning that they were frozen and had no improvement. We can see how far 

the enslavement affected the lives and the history of the House-Elves by the proof 

that they were uneducated. Having no education means that they would not have 

improvement in any way to their lives, and they would remain the oppressed ones. 

Proof of their uneducated souls can be seen by their lack of appropriate grammatical 

sentences, or in other words, their poor English. Their poor English should be paid 

attention to because it was the evidence that colonialism existed in the story. The 

House-Elves speaking English poorly is proof that English was not entirely their 

mother tongue: it could be somebody‟s language which had been forced to them. As 

Thiong‟O stated, language is a carrier of culture (Thiong‟O 1132), so the House-

Elves, by speaking English, carried somebody else‟s culture instead of their own. In 

the story, I noticed that they were confused by the use of subject agreement, such as: 

a) They were mistaken of the use of subject agreement following the word 

„I‟. It can be seen by they saying “"I is not doing it!" she squealed, her 
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eyes rolling in terror. "I is not, I is not, I is not knowing how! I is a good 

elf, I isn't using wands, I isn't knowing how!"” (Rowling 1243). 

b) They were mistaken of the use of subject agreement following the word 

„you‟. It can be seen by the sentences they used, such as ““You is not 

insulting my master, miss! You is not insulting Mr. Crouch! Mr. Crouch is 

a good wizard, miss! Mr. Crouch is right to sack bad Winky!"” (Rowling 

1487), and the other one: "Oh you is a bad elf, Dobby!" moaned Winky” 

(Rowling 1488). 

c) They were mistaken of the use of subject agreement following the word 

„they‟. It can be seen by "They isn't my masters anymore, Winky!" said 

Dobby defiantly.” (Rowling 1488).  

d) The last one is, they talked of themselves as the third person. The use of 

the third person to refer to themselves means that they acknowledged 

themselves as an object, or in my opinion, they objectified themselves. 

"Dobby doesn't care what they think anymore!" (Rowling 1488). Rather 

than using „I‟, which for me, means acknowledging their existence and 

their power, they used their name and the third person subject agreement 

to explain themselves. It means that they did not dare to stand for 

themselves, taking pride of themselves, and acknowledging their power by 

using the word „I‟. 

These are proofs that the House-Elves were uneducated because of their poor English, 

which made me think that Rowling made it clear for us to see that there were class or 
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social differentiation between the House-Elves and the wizards. The poor English 

here is used to suggest to us that the House-Elves were nothing but poor, weak, 

uneducated creatures compared to the wizards. Even by these examples, we can see 

that the House-Elves were not able to stand up for themselves in the oppressed 

society. 

 In the story, the House-Elves‟ enslavement seemed to have no ending and 

apparently, the wizards were silent about their enslavement. There were no exact 

beginnings of the House-Elves‟ enslavement, because everybody seemed to cover it 

up. "Not once, in over a thousand pages, does „Hogwarts, A History‟ mention that we 

are all colluding in the oppression of a hundred slaves!" (Rowling 1344). It is clear 

that the oppressors themselves were aware of House-Elves‟ enslavement, but they 

covered it up as if they knew nothing about the enslavement: that everything was just 

as the way it should be. They covered the enslavement by not mentioning it, even in 

the history book. This act means that the wizards had cleared up or denied the history 

of the elves, and were only concerned about their own history. The most ironic part is 

that the school, Hogwarts, while talking nothing about the enslavement in its history 

book, had employed more than a hundred slaves they were silent about. 

 “Hogwarts has in its employ over a hundred house elves. They clean 

the castle, work in the kitchens, and tend to the fires burning in the 

offices and common-rooms. Unlike the poor treatment often meted out 

to other elves, Hogwarts house elves are treated fairly and with respect 

by their employer. They are presented as being genuinely happy about 

their situation” (Kellner 3). 
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Although the elves were treated fairly in Hogwarts, they still had no wages (except 

Dobby, who courageously asked for payment for his work). No one in school did 

anything related to this enslavement. Even just a few of them were aware that their 

needs in school were fulfilled by the work of unpaid and enslaved creatures. They 

were not aware that they were the doer of this enslavement: “you do realize that your 

sheets are changed, your fires lit, your classrooms cleaned, and your food cooked by 

a group of magical creatures who are unpaid and enslaved? (Rowling 1344). Ennals 

gives a representation of the silence of the slave owners, saying that they kept their 

silence for the sake of self interest (Ennals 123). It is clear that the reason for the 

oppressors‟ silence was to keep their social standing. They did not want to fight for 

the elves because they were aware and worried about their own social status if the 

elves happened to be free. The elves themselves were silent, because they did not 

know that they were the objects of the enslavement, the victims. With both sides 

silent, the slavery will continuously happen. 

 

Hermione’s role(s) 

In the story, we know that the only person (wizard) who cared about the 

House-Elves enslavement was Hermione Granger, Harry‟s friend, who was a mud-

blood, meaning that she came from a non-wizard family (muggle), which is the 

lowest class of wizards. Her interest in the House-Elves oppression was ignited when 

she saw the high-ranking Ministry official Bartholomew Crouch abusing and 
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mistreating his house-elf, Winky, at the Quidditch World Cup. In defense of the 

House-Elves, Hermione formed the radical SPEW (Society for the Promotion of 

Elfish Welfare) which had two main purposes: 

"Our short-term aims are to secure house-elves fair wages and 

working conditions. Our long-term aims include changing the law 

about non-wand use, and trying to get an elf into the Department for 

the Regulation and Control of Magical Creatures, because they're 

shockingly underrepresented." (Rowling 1331) 

 

From that quote, we could see how serious she was in forming this SPEW. It is 

interesting to see that Hermione, the member of the oppressed class of wizards (the 

mud-bloods), fought for the rights of the other oppressed creatures, such as House-

Elves. There are two reasons why Hermione was so interested in pursuing justice for 

the House-Elves‟ in wizarding society. 

The first one is because she was a muggle-born wizard, meaning that she 

experienced the other world outside the wizarding world, which is muggle world, or 

our ordinary world. Because of her compassionate muggle background, where, in her 

world, people are all created equal, it made her think that the Elves‟ enslavement was 

wrong. By saying that slavery is wrong, it does not mean that it does not exist in this 

world anymore. But, we humans all agree that slavery is something wrong because it 

dehumanizes others, although no doubt it is still happening in some parts of the 

world. Nobody in this world ever wants to be a slave. With this reason she hoped her 
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existence as a doubled-world (wizarding world and muggle world) wizard would 

make a difference in the wizarding world. 

 Second, she felt the urge to form an organization that fought for the oppressed 

class‟ rights because she was part of an oppressed class itself. She was a mud-blood, 

which is the lowest class of wizard, and also a woman, which makes her become 

double-victimized. “"You watch your mouth!" shouted Ron. Everybody present knew 

that „Mudblood‟ was a very offensive term for a witch or wizard of Muggle 

parentage” (Rowling 1229). By forming SPEW, she used her oppression as a license, 

or an excuse, to act as a leader for those who experience oppression, just like her. She 

wanted to prove that someone who came from her class could make a great 

contribution to the wizarding world, where she was underestimated. To the people in 

the wizarding world who see someone‟s status was based on their blood, Hermione 

was considered as a second-class wizard. The perspective of the people could be seen 

as following: “The Malfoys prided themselves on being purebloods; in other words, 

they considered anyone of Muggle descent, like Hermione, second-class” (Rowling 

1208). Through that quote, Hermione tried to break the rule of the wizarding world 

related to class differentiation. As a member of the oppressed class, she tried to fight 

for the rights of the other oppressed society who could not stand for themselves. She 

was tired of society‟s judgment that everybody was differentiated by an unfair social 

class, and as someone who was considered as second-class, she wanted nobody to 

underestimate her, or others in a lower position. 
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With SPEW, Hermione participated in an action of devaluing, disregarding, 

and silencing oppressed classes by leading the House-Elves‟ movement without their 

permission or asking what they thought about the enslavement. Instead, she was 

putting herself and her opinion on their marginalization at the center. Hermione, 

without the permission of the House-Elves, had chosen herself to be the leader and to 

silence their opinions about what they wanted as slaves. This is a mistake which is 

common for people of privilege in social justice movements: she centered and 

prioritized her unsuitable vision of what House-Elves‟ protection means over the 

concern of the House-Elves‟ “actual desires”; in return, the elves rejected her 

leadership and sought their own glory. 

Despite her hard work in fighting for the rights of the House-Elves, her 

struggle seemed so hard and was even seen as something useless. There were two 

possible reasons for that: first, by using the wizards‟ point of view, House-Elves‟ 

enslavement was thought of as something common and just the way things were 

supposed to be. Second, the House-Elves themselves thought that they were born to 

be slaves and nothing could change that, because that was their identity and pride.  

To understand what the wizards‟ position was in the House-Elves 

enslavement, we have to recall the history of slavery back in 1562 where five hundred 

slaves were transported from West Africa to the New World to provide the Spanish 

and Portuguese colonies (Walder 1084). This slave trade was a big step of history 

which is sadly still being applied and believed by the society today. In Harry Potter 
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and the Goblet of Fire, the origins of the House-Elves‟ enslavement remains 

unknown.  The reader cannot tell where the House-Elves came from and what they 

did before the wizards made them into their slaves. The wizards erased the elves‟ 

history and only wrote it down as their own: that the elves were originally their 

slaves. The wizards thought that they had the right to trade and make them their 

property. The wizards called what they did to the House-Elves, enslavement, as an act 

of civilizing the elves. 

With the excuse of civilization, the wizards took control over the elves and 

made them their slaves. The enslavement was an act to make the wizards‟ civilizing 

mission complete (Walder 1084). Just as what happened to the slaves of Africa, the 

elves were the victims of that civilizing mission. Because slavery happened in this 

world for a very long period of time, the westerners or the wizards thought that there 

was nothing wrong with slavery. They had every right to enslave others, because they 

were the best caste in the world. 

On the other hand, the House-Elves also thought that they deserved to be 

enslaved. They thought that they were born to be slaves. But, it should be highlighted 

that the house-elves‟ preference for enslavement is a product of oppression rather 

than an exercise of free will. They were being forced to love it, and now they love it 

for real. That was what made Hermione‟s struggle seem to have no end. The attitude 

of the House-Elves had created an interesting moral dilemma (Lyubansky 244), 

where there was a group, just like Ron and the most wizards, who thought that they 
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should respect and honor the wishes of the oppressed group. That meant letting them 

live as slaves and do nothing about it. One member of this group was Hagrid, whose 

opinion could be seen from the following: "It would be doing them an unkindness, 

Hermione. It's in their nature to look after humans, that's what they like, see? You'd 

be making them unhappy to take away their work, and insulting them if you tried to 

pay them" (Rowling 1371). But, on the other side, there was also a side like 

Hermione, who fought for justice because they valued human rights and believed that 

everybody ought to have freedom. Hermione‟s point of view about slavery was suited 

to the idea of post-colonialism, as stated by Young, that is to claim the rights of all 

people to the same material and cultural well-being (Young 2). Hermione thought that 

the rights of all people on this earth were, or should be, the same, so she thought that 

the House-Elves‟ enslavement was wrong, because it dehumanized others. 

Both groups were opposed to each other, and because Hermione fought alone, 

the fight seems hopeless. Not many people would fight for the sake of the oppressed 

ones except if they were the oppressed one themselves, because there is no one who 

will give arguments in favour of the slave trade or slavery because such arguments 

would not be seen as “politically correct” (Ennals 136). Hermione‟s position in the 

story was difficult because everybody opposed her and the movement was seen as 

politically incorrect. People‟s reactions of Hermione‟s SPEW were various: “Some 

people, like Neville, had paid up just to stop Hermione from glowering at them. A 

few seemed mildly interested in what she had to say, but were reluctant to take a 
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more active role in campaigning. Many regarded the whole thing as a joke” (Rowling 

1344). Through this quote, we can see the people‟s reactions related to the movement 

she was leading. Not many people were truly interested in the movement because 

they did not want to cause social instability. They took Hermione‟s action as a joke, 

because that action was something viewed as politically incorrect. 

Although SPEW was seen as a joke, apparently, it was an important step to 

begin the revolution. It was a step needed to try to stop slavery, because 

“psychological and historical research also supports the goals of S.P.E.W., as there is 

evidence that prolonged enslavement (and even second-class status) can lead to the 

victimized group‟s internalization of the oppressors‟ belief system” (Lyubansky 245). 

This movement was important, not only because it would stop the enslavement that 

had been going on for years, but also to prevent and avoid the bigger destruction of 

the oppressed group in the future. SPEW also contributed to educate and help the 

oppressed group to speak their minds and stand up for themselves. More importantly, 

SPEW would help the oppressed group gain their freedom and live in this world as 

free souls, just like any other creatures in the wizarding world. 

"Goblins don't need protection. Haven't you been listening to what 

Professor Binns has been telling us about goblin rebellions?" 

"No," said Harry and Ron together. 

"Well, the/re quite capable of dealing with wizards," said Hermione, 

taking another sip of butterbeer. "They're very clever. They're not like 

house-elves, who never stick up for themselves" (Rowling  1554). 
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If the elves happened to be free, or at least could stand up for themselves, there would 

be no class differentiation anymore in the wizarding world, because everybody would 

have the same status. This is what SPEW was fighting for. This movement also tried 

to help the elves gain their identity, as Hermione cried. "Listen to me, all of you! 

You've got just as much right as wizards to be unhappy! You've got the right to wages 

and holidays and proper clothes, you don't have to do everything you're told - look at 

Dobby!" (Rowling 1642).  Hermione tried to show them their true value: that they 

had the same rights as the wizards had, and that they were free creature who should 

not have to be bound with anything as property. But unfortunately, Hermione‟s action 

did not work because the people in the wizarding world did not care about the 

enslavement, and the House-Elves themselves did not recognize their own value as 

free souls. Until the end of the book, there was no clear resolution to the House-

Elves‟ enslavement. 

Conclusion 

 After analyzing the book regarding the House-Elves‟ enslavement issue, it can 

be concluded that the House-Elves enslavement was a product of force or oppression 

rather than an act of free will. The wizards or the oppressors had brainwashed the 

House-Elves so that they could take control over the elves with an excuse of a 

civilizing mission. Sadly, during the civilizing mission, the oppressors used violence 

to create fears in the colonized ones‟ minds so that the wizards could maintain their 

control over them. 
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This civilizing mission, however, made the House-Elves live as a contested 

culture, in which the House-Elves‟ culture and identity were destroyed by the 

oppressors or the wizards,  and then they replaced it with a new identity. The House-

Elves believed that they lived only to serve their masters, and were strongly bound to 

their masters‟ family until they died, or the elves were freed, which brought them 

shame. The House-Elves appeared to be completely happy with their enslavement, 

although they were mistreated, had no wages, and had no possible improvement in 

the future: the enslavement had made their culture frozen in that uneducated stage. 

 The movement to gain justice for the oppressed culture should be led by the 

oppressed ones themselves to make this action work. In this case, Hermione‟s action 

did not work out as expected because she silenced the House-Elves‟ opinion about 

what they really wanted and what they really felt about their enslavement. 

Furthermore, the people in the wizarding world did not agree with her opinion, which 

had been thought of as something politically incorrect. Most people believed that 

because the House-Elves‟ enslavement had been going on for centuries, it was clear 

that the enslavement was normal and nothing was wrong with it. Even the House-

Elves themselves enjoyed it and did not want to be freed: that was the false 

consciousness the wizards had given to them. 

It is clear that the House-Elves‟ portrayals in Harry Potter and the Goblet of 

Fire were the indirect representations of the non-emancipated and disempowered 

cultures in the oppressive societies today. Hopefully, from this study, the readers 
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would understand the origins and effects of colonialism and slavery both for the 

colonizers as well as the colonized. Hence, they can participate in the action of 

stopping or preventing enslavement in this world, which sadly still happens. This 

paper also tries to encourage the oppressed culture to speak their minds and empower 

themselves, stand up for themselves, and be emancipated. The most difficult part in 

conducting this study is to figure out why Hermione put so much effort in fighting for 

the rights of the House-Elves, because there was not many sources discussed about it. 

That is why, there should be a study discussing about Hermione‟s reasons for fighting 

for SPEW in the future related to her role as a doubly victimized wizard. 

In this paper, the readers have read the effects of enslavement on the 

oppressed culture. Slavery had put the oppressed culture as the contested culture and 

dehumanized the oppressed ones‟ human rights. That is why there should be no more 

slavery in this world, because it denies the oppressed ones‟ cultures, history, 

traditions, and human rights. Speak justice! 
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